
2 Create digital solutions for global brands

A Robosoftian gets the opportunity to work on global brands of repute. You will 

work with demanding professionals from diverse industries who create brands 

which are household names. Our first client was Apple Inc., and we have been 

fortunate to work with world-class brands ever since. 

Simplify lives through digital experiences

At Robosoft, you get an opportunity to simplify lives of millions of people across 

the globe through digital experiences which delight them. We offer end-to-end 

services including digital advisory, design strategy, engineering and analytics. 
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3 Grow as a well-rounded professional

We offer a great opportunity for learning. Mentored by the best of 

professionals, a Robosoftian grows as well-rounded professional sound on 

technical knowledge and other soft skills. Passion, Empathy, Leadership, 

Innovation, Humility and being world class are our values.  

4 Be ahead of the curve

The constantly evolving world of emerging technologies is your playground. 

You will get to work on cutting-edge technologies in application development, 

speech, artificial intelligence, blockchain, Internet of Things and more. 

5 Live, work & play

With sports, cultural events, and celebrations throughout the year; a 

Robosoftian not just has a lot of fun but also makes great bonds of friendship 

at work. Facilities like cab service, day care nursery, multi-cuisine cafeteria, 

gaming zone and healthcare go a long way in bringing the best in you.  

Life at Robosoft and why it 
should be your career choice

What some Robosoftians have to say:

‘I’ve been with Robosoft for 12+ years and it’s been 
such a great experience. Robosoft believes in my 
strength and is appreciative of new ideas. 
Collabarotion and an open environment helped in 
my professional growth’

Navin Math
Technical Architect

‘It was a surreal experience to work on an end-to-
end agile project for a Fortune 500 company, just at 
the onset of my career. I love challenges and it’s 
amazing how we are encouraged to push our 
boundaries and achieve new milestones every day.’’

Trupti Rajkumar Chavare
Digital Consultant.

‘’Robosoft is the best thing that has happened to 
me on a professional front. I have had the 
opportunity to work on various challenging 
projects that have helped me scale my growth.” 

Sree Nidhi BS
Creative Group Head
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Know more: www.robosoftin.com 

Udupi | Bangalore | Mumbai | New York | Austin | San Francisco 

We don’t just offer a job, we offer a career of learning, fulfilment and growth. 
Write in with your CV to careers@robosoftin.com

http://www.robosoftin.com

